
Index

Abinsa Bank (Chile), 56
ABN AMRO (Netherlands), 56, 223
abrogation of gold clauses, 45
ABSA (Amalgamated Banks of South

Africa), 216
absolute priority, deviations from, 265, 272
accommodative approach to crisis

resolution, 176
accommodative policies

adding to fiscal outlays, 182
data on, 179
fiscal cost size related to, 171
including in regressions, 182
as not effective, 188
output losses and, 184

accounting for central bank financing, 130
accounting framework, combining with

loan-loss write-offs, 37
actuarially fair deposit insurance premia,

139
adverse selection problem, 36, 42
affiliates

benefiting from a flight to quality, 209
foreign banks operating as, 206, 207, 211

Albania, 309
Algeria, 309
Allied Irish Banks (AIB), 123, 200
Alpha Bank, 202
Amalgamated Banks of South Africa

(ABSA), 216
AMCs (asset management companies)

dependence on the legal and regulatory
environment, 53

establishment of government-owned, 31
FOBAPROA as, 51
government-owned, 14, 48–54
implementing in emerging market

countries, 74
officials subject to special incentive

problems, 53
potential advantages of, 53
Retrieva as, 49, 50
Securum as, 49, 50
Swedish providing examples of

advantages, 53
transferring assets to

government-owned, 27
ancillary agency, leaving decisions to, 128
Angola, 309
anti-dilution clauses, 265
ANZ Bank (Australia), 205
Argentina

asymmetric pesification, 214
backwardness of banking system, 56
in the banking crisis database, 309
deposit outflow in 1994–1995, 132
dominance of government-owned banks,

226
foreign entry into banking, 55–58
privatization of provincial banks, 225,

227
recovery of delinquent loans, 125
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
securitization, 118

Armenia, 311

361
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arms-length credit market, 293
Asahi (Japan), 282, 283, 284, 285, 286
asset(s)

bankable, 118
collapse in, 8
competitive sale of, 254
hold/rehabilitate versus sell/liquidate, 97
injecting, 114, 115
liquidation by Japanese banks, 69
liquidity in the disposal of, 254–255
maintaining during the bargaining

process, 271
maximizing the value of, 232–275
restoring bankable, 114
sales at inflated prices, 98
separating from managers and owners,

13
asset bubbles, controlling for, 179
asset fire sales, 274
asset injection, common alternatives to,

115
asset management companies. See AMCs
asset management issues, 81
asset resolution

FOBAPROA program a failure at, 51
pricing as the most difficult issue in, 98
principal-agent problems in, 37

asset valuation, 83
asset values

maintaining during bargaining, 253
protecting, 96
role of bankruptcy in maintaining, 240

assisted mergers, 9
associates. See affiliates
assumption of bank liabilities, 115
asymmetric information, problems of, 266
asymmetric pesification in Argentina, 58
auctions in Chapter 11, 261
auditing, 239
auditors, 85
audits on a system-wide basis, 84
Australia, 311
authorities, coordination among, 104
automatic stay, 252
Avianca(Colombia), 274
Ayala family (Philippines), 222
Azerbaijan, 311

bad signal in the bank runs model, 142,
149

baht, run on Thai, 69

bailouts
alternatives to, 112
financing of, 46
future availability of, 125

balance sheets
rebuilding, 47
re-stating, 115

Banamex (Mexico), 216
acquired by Citibank, 62
combining with Bancomer, 62
interest paid on deposits, 59

Banca Confia (Mexico), 61
Banca Cremi (Mexico), 61
Banco Ambrosiano (Italy), 211
Banco Bansud (Argentina), 210
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (Spain).

See BBVA
Banco Bisel (Argentina), 210
Banco Comafi (Argentina), 210
Banco de Entre Rios (Argentina), 210
Banco de la Nación Argentina, 210
Banco del Suquia (Argentina), 210
Banco Excel-Economico (Brazil), 205
Banco Itau (Brazil), 56
Banco Orienta (Mexico), 61
Banco Santander (Spain), 56
Bancomer (Mexico), 60, 62
BancWest (U.S.), 204
Bangkok Bank, 70, 224
Bangladesh, 311
bank(s). See also financial institutions;

main banks
abuse of financial assistance, 71
allocating credit to firms in Japan, 276
in the bank runs model, 140
capital

effects on the bank runs model, 162
regulatory evaluation of, 8

closure of, 85
declines in net worth, 25
development or policy roles of, 226
distress

consequences for credit supply, 64
in the U.S. in the early 1930s, 44

domestic
leaving the worst risks to, 229
operating inefficiency of Argentine, 56

entry of foreign as a structural reform,
19–20

episodes of insolvency, 307
European, 202
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evergreening behavior of, 260
explicit subsidies to, 227
failed

intervening in the management of, 110
making saleable, 224

failure
fiscal cost of, 145
linkage to currency collapse, 126

government ownership of, 222
guidelines for valuation of assets, 85
incentive to engage in forbearance, 288
lending

impact of disruptions on real
economic activity, 277

not restarting as expected under Punto
Final, 40

local
multinational companies borrowing

from, 208
permitting foreign banks to buy, 212

monitoring, 164
permitting to cartelize, 225
permitting to understate problem loans

or other losses, 28
privatizing in Bulgaria, 218
prudential framework for, 177
recapitalization, 114

in Japan, 68–69
in Thailand, 69–70

re-denominating debts, 43
reducing loans to main bank firms, 283
restructuring, 69
revelation of fraud, 8
runs

affecting monetary stability, 100
information-based, 137–139, 140–147
model of information-based, 137–139,

140–147
terminating commitment to some firms,

279
Bank Austria, 56, 220
bank balance sheets

rebuilding of, 47
re-stating failed, 115

bank borrowers. See borrowers
bank holiday, 8
Bank of Asia (Thailand), 223
Bank of Ayudhya (Thailand), 70, 224
Bank of Boston, 56
Bank of British Columbia (Canada), 212
Bank of Canada, 211

Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (BCCI), 8, 211

Bank of England, 274
Bank of London and South America

(BOLSA), 205
Bank of Mauritius, 211
Bank of Nova Scotia, 56, 213. See also

Scotiabank Quilmes
Bank of Tokyo, 205
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, see BOTM
Bank of Yokohama, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286
Bank Pekao (Poland), 202
Bank Savings Protection Institute (IPAB),

52, 118
Bank Serfin (Mexico), 59
Bank Supervisory Authority in Sweden, 49
Bank Support Act in Sweden, 49
bankable assets, 114, 118
bank-borrower relationship in Japan, 279,

305
banking

classic international, 198
collapse, 6
crises

containment stage, 7–11
contributory causes to the increase in,

5
costs of, 6
data collected for 36, 178
impacting the real economy, 277
versus liquidity trap in Japan, 276
literature on the speed of recovery, 174
policies for, 15, 21, 28–30, 139–140,

148–162
positively associated with limitations

on foreign banks, 214
predicting systemic, 7
scale and severity of recent, 5–7

crisis database, 340
structure changes during select crisis

episodes, 80
banking and control relationships,

preservation of, 13
bankruptcies, reorganizations as a

proportion of total, 256
bankruptcy

codes
alleviating liquidity problems, 242
debtor friendly and creditor-friendly

elements, 19
direct costs, 241
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bankruptcy (cont.)
filing rates, 255
forcing debtors into, 50
improving on free contracting, 237–242
laws

comparative analyses of, 242
comparison of international, 242–261
conceptual framework for thinking

about, 233
court problems in Mexico and, 62
effect on out-of-court bargaining, 263
evidence on the use of, 255–258
ex ante efficiency and, 261–270
private workouts and, 263
roles for, 233
structural reform of, 17–19
taxonomy of, 243–255

maintaining asset value during
bargaining, 240

minimizing the direct and indirect costs
of, 271

percentage of total firms exiting, 257
procedure

allowing time for, 273
features contributing most to

well-functioning, 270
features of a well-functioning, 271–273
sales mechanism used in, 254

protecting third party stakeholders, 240
reducing coordination problems, 239
regimes

debtor-friendly versus
creditor-friendly, 18

U.S. versus U.K., 18
systems

combining with loan-loss write-offs, 37
in different countries, 233
goal of effective and economically

efficient, 18
lack of, 39
necessary for debt forgiveness, 48

verification role of, 239
in a world of incomplete contracting,

235–242
Banque Nationale de Paris, 204
Banque Roumaine de Développement

(Romania), 202
bargaining

effects of liquidity constraints on, 241
with frictions, 233, 238
maintaining asset value during, 240,

253

bargaining power, ex ante efficiency and,
261–262

base money, 132, 133
Basel capital accord, 120
Basel Committee Task Force on Dealing

with Weak Banks, 78
Basel Tier 2 capital, 123
Basle Concordat of 1975, 211
Bayerische Landesbank (Germany), 220
BBVA (Banco Bilbao Vizcaya

Argentaria), 56, 61, 62, 202, 205
BBVA Bancomer, 216
BCCI (Bank of Credit and Commerce

International), 8, 211
Belarus, 311
Belgolaise, 211
benchmark equilibrium, 151, 154
benchmark model

for bank runs, 139
for banking crises policies, 149

Benin, 311
bettors, foreign banks as, 198
BHF Bank (Germany), 201
bidders, reorganizing a firm, 272
bilateral arrangements, 119
binding capital constraints, 278
Bital Bank (Mexico), 62, 216
blanket guarantee, 11. See also government

guarantees
credibility of, 95
designing, 95
by the government, 93
introducing to stop contagion, 82
minimizing losses after introducing, 100
not extending, 175

BNB (Bulgarian National Bank), 218
Bolivia, 312
bond(s). See also government bonds

exchanging delinquent loans held by
banks for, 51

long-term, 113, 117
real value versus face value, 116

bond debt, bank loans as a substitute, 293
bond injection, 120–122
Bond Issuance Committee in Japan, 279
bond market

entry and exit variables, 293
in Japan, 279

bondholders’ committees, 268
borrower(s)

destruction of the net worth of, 25
keeping pressure on good, 99
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linking individual banks to individual,
277

politically well connected, 104
property rights of, 99
schemes of debt relief for, 13
self-selection, 38
subsidization of, 115
targeting small, 38
value-creating, 38

borrower-lender relationships, Japanese
versus U.S., 304

borrowing clients, viability of, 8
borrowing for restructuring, 127
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 312
BOTM (Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi), 282,

283, 284, 285, 286, 287
Botswana, 312
Bradesco (Mexico), 205
Brady-like backing of bonds, 118
branches

affected by parent banks’ problems, 215
as attractive for deposits, 209
costs compared to subsidiaries, 207
flexibility in tax management, 209
foreign banks operating as, 206, 207
of Mexican banks, 60
parents’ support, 215
solvency supervision of, 211
specializing in lending for trade, 214

Brazil, 226, 313
bridge banks, 79, 99
bridge loans, provided by VC investors, 266
Britain. See United Kingdom
Brunei, 313
budgetary strategy, debt management

implications for, 126–128
Bulbank (Bulgaria), 202
Bulgaria

in the banking crisis database, 313
currency board, 218
foreign ownership of banks in, 219
Zunk bonds issued by, 117

burden sharing. See loss sharing
Burkina Faso, 313
Burundi, 313
business depositors, maintaining

relationships with banks, 60

Cameroon
in the banking crisis database, 314
credibility of injected bonds, 118
recovery of delinquent loans, 125

Canada, 314
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce,

213
capacity to tax, 113
Cape Verde, 314
capital

adequacy issues at the parent, 215
of a bank, 120
binding constraints, 278
calculation of, 120
foreign bank entry and, 54
present value of injected, 111
providing for future operation, 122
for recapitalization, 115

capital adequacy ratios. See CARs
Capital Augmented Preferred Securities

(CAPS), 70
capital budgeting principles, 111
capital claims

on a bank, 114, 119–125
terms and conditions of, 122–124

capital crunch in Japan, 287
capital flight, 95
capital markets, 113
capital regulation forbearance, 29
capital requirements, not enforcing banks’,

28
capital standards in Japan, 279
capital starvation, 122
capitalist economies, institutional

foundations of, 73
capitalization, restoring, 114
capital-type claim on a bank, 121
CAPS (Capital Augmented Preferred

Securities), 70
CARs (capital adequacy ratios), 83

as intervention triggers, 88
of Japanese banks, 69

cartels, foreign bank entry disrupting, 225
case study

bank recapitalization in Thailand, 69–70
FOBAPROA in Mexico, 50–52
foreign entry into Argentine banking,

55–58
foreign entry into Mexican banking,

58–63
gold standard and gold clauses in the

U. S., 44–48
legal tender bailout during the U.S. Civil

War, 42–44
loan loss write-offs in Japan, 34–37
Punto Final program in Mexico, 37–42
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case study (cont.)
recapitalization in Japan, 68–69
Reconstruction Finance Corporation

(RFC) in the United States, 64–68
Savings and Loan crisis in the United

States, 32–34
Securum and Retrieva in Sweden, 48–50

cash
auction procedures, 255
calls, 128
financial instruments with low outlays of,

116
injections, 130

cash-flow implications of restructuring
policies, 127

CCPC (Credit Cooperative Purchasing
Company) (Japan), 35

Cemex (Mexico), 61
Central African Rep., 314
central bank

accounting, 130
buy-back provisions, 118
with claims on an insolvent bank, 129
direct lending, 129–131
last resort loan from, 16
lending, 28
liquidity loans versus solvency support,

129
maintenance of monetary stability, 131
providing liquidity support, 158
shifts in the demand for base money,

133
taking offsetting action, 132
using liquidity triggers, 90

centralized approach to corporate
restructuring, 48

centralized asset recovery agency, 124
Ceska Sporitelna (Czech Rep.), 202
Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka (CSOB)

(Czech Rep.), 201, 202
Chad, 314
channels of collapse, 25
Chapter 11

auctions in, 261
compared to equity receiverships, 269
exclusivity period given to managers, 261
facilitating non-cash bids, 254
inefficiencies in, 269–270
keeping a firm’s operations alive, 254
management of a firm’s operations, 253
origins in private contracting, 267
preventing hold-outs, 252

Chapter 11-type outcomes within a
liquidation code, 258

cherry picking, 229
Chile, 226, 314
China, 314
Citibank, 56

Banamex acquired by, 62
buying Banca Confia, 61
in Hungary, 220
in Jamaica, 213
in Mexico, 60

Citicorp, 61
Citizens Bank (Jamaica), 213
claimants, bargaining power among, 261
claimholders, maximizing bidding ability,

273
claims

on a bank, 114
terms and conditions of, 122–124

classes of creditors, 252
classic international banking, 198
clawback

in the case of AIB, 123
of recoveries, 119, 124

closed institutions, managing the assets of,
97

closures, 9, 78
efficient least cost, 98
of financial institutions, 76
initial leading to expectations of further,

95
as a judgment call, 83
leading to a credit crunch, 101
legal, 78
macroeconomic environment and,

100
macroeconomic policies consistent with,

82
of nonviable banks, 10
policies for categories of financial

institutions, 86
process of, 78
as a process versus an event, 77
reasons for, 76
of smaller institutions, 79
strategies depending on circumstances,

96
systemic problems dealing with, 79

Coase theorem, 237
collateral

recovery on seized, 124
requirements for RFC loans, 65
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Colombia, 315
comfort letter, 209
commandite, 199
Commercial Bank of Greece, 202
commercial loans. See loans
communications strategy. See information,

strategy
company-owned banks, 223
complete contracts, 235
completion rates. See reorganizations,

completion rates
conditional pricing, 98
conditional subsidies, 41
conditional tax payer sharing of loan losses,

31, 37–42
conglomerates, ownership structure of, 85
Congo, Dem. Rep. of, 315
Congo, Rep. of, 315
connected enterprises, 59
connected lending, 51
consequences of actions, monitoring, 164
contagion

dealing with, 81
dynamics set in motion by closures, 77
limiting, 94–96
not addressed in the bank runs model,

140
containment stage of crisis, 4, 7–11, 172
containment strategies, 8, 9
contracts, renegotiations of, 265
contractual commitment, solidity of, 113
contractual protections against

devaluation, 45
control rights between managers and

investors, 236
controlled risk, 66
convertibility of deposits, suspension of, 29
convoy system, 68
coordinating mechanisms of corporate

bankruptcy codes, 246
coordination, improved by equity

receiverships, 269
coordination problems

during resolution 12, 169
mechanisms for reducing, 252–253
role of bankruptcy in reducing, 239

core institutions, 86
corporate bankruptcy codes, 244
corporate debt resolution process of

FOBAPROA’s loan portfolio, 51
corporate entities, subsidizing versus

transferring, 12

corporate loans. See loans
corporate restructuring. See restructuring
corrective measures by supervisors, 89
corruption

government-owned banks vulnerable to,
222

negative correlation with recovery, 188
of the recapitalization process, 52

Costa Rica, 316
Côte d’Ivoire, 316
countries

institutionally weak, 188
in systemic crisis over the past two

decades, 5
country-level database, 178, 192–194
court-mediated liquidation, 12
courts, enforcing bankruptcy laws, 30
credibility

enhancing a government’s, 118–119
of government policies, 113
of instruments employed for

recapitalization, 116
credible supervisory authority

combining with loan-loss write-offs, 37
lack of, 39
subsidation approaches dependent on,

42
credit

accessing outside of domestic banks,
290

controlling for booms, 179
crunch, 101
culture, 13, 216
discipline, 104
domestic, 132
foreign banking as a source of future, 55
growth as a control measure, 179
misallocation 278, 305
private sector, 52
rationing, 139
reduction by financially troubled banks,

278
scoring approaches, 228

Credit Agricole (France), 56, 58, 210
Credit Cooperative Purchasing Company

(CCPC), (Japan), 35
credit supply

consequences of bank distress, 64
consequences of debt forgiveness, 29
contraction of, 29
future, 41
sharp reduction in, 278
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creditor(s)
allocating losses to, 175
automatically staying, 271
freeze on claims, 96
imposing losses on, 93
making decisions about firm

management, 272
mitigating coordination problems, 239
preferred, 92
protecting rights of, 99
runs on distressed firms, 239
transferring crisis costs to, 14

creditor-collection laws, 273
creditor-debtor relationship, reestablishing,

26
creditor-friendly bankruptcy procedures,

232
creditors’ rights

enforcement of, 41
legal enforcement of, 30
in Mexico, 59
weaker enforcement of, 30

crises. See financial crises
crisis resolution, accommodative or strict

“model”, 176
Croatia, 316
crony capitalism, foreign bank entry as an

option to, 62
“crony capitalist” connections, breaking,

53
cronyism

government-owned banks vulnerable to,
222

in Thailand, 223
cross-country analysis, relating fiscal

outlays and recovery, 170
cross-country comparison of bankruptcy

laws, 243–255
cross-country studies, 174, 175
cross-shareholdings, selling for a capital

gain, 279
cross-subsidy scheme, 226
CSOB (Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka),

201, 202
“culture of no payment” in Mexico, 30
currency

crises, 59, 173
depreciation, 14, 25, 43, 126
issues, 43
peg, 130
policy, 113

pressure on, 8
rate guarantee, 130
run on, 95

currency board
authority to make loans, 130
in Bulgaria, 218
inhibiting separability of policy, 132

customer base, developing a new, 225
Czechoslovakia

in the banking crisis database, 316
foreign banks in, 220
foreign ownership of banks in, 221

DAC (Direccion de Activos Corporativos)
(Mexico), 51

Daiwa (Japan), 283, 284, 285, 286
deadweight cost of scheduled or menu

schemes, 125
debt, real value of, 44, 47
debt collection laws, prior to 1898, 267
debt contracts, 235, 236, 263
debt deflation process, 8
debt forgiveness, 31, 42–48, 75

advantages of, 47
disadvantages of, 47
long-term consequences, 29
putting adverse pressure on banks, 29
solving coordination problems in

renegotiating debt, 46
debt management, government, 126–127,

128
debt moratoria, 28, 29
debt recovery, upside of, 124
debt relief, 13, 38
debt structure, rebalancing, 114
debt-deflation spiral, 12
debt-for-equity exchanges, 272
debtor capacity, 36
debtor-friendly bankruptcy procedures,

232
debtor-in-possession (DIP) financing

agreements, 261
debtor-managers, deference of U.S.

Chapter 11 to, 269
default risk

for illiquid loans, 16
premium, 59

deflation, promoting depression, 44
delinquent loans, 124
Delphis Bank (Mauritius), 211
Demirbank (Turkey-Bulgaria), 211
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Denmark, 316
denominator effect, 203, 205
deposit guarantee agency, 51
deposit guarantees, 154–157
deposit insurance

absorbing loses initially, 92
actuarially fair premia, 139
ameliorating risk-shifting incentives, 147
ceilings on, 8
creating moral hazard, 162
existence of, 105
fiscal cost of, 147
importance in less developed economies,

138
isolating the financing of bank failure

through, 128
moral hazard problems, 33
policy issues surrounding, 16
possible extension of blanket, 16
as a put option for insured institutions, 33
risk-shifting incentives and, 164
in the U.S. in the 1930s, 65

deposit rates, investment portfolio and,
138

deposit suspension, 29
deposit withdrawals, 8, 9
depositor(s)

behavior in bank runs, 7, 9, 140
effects of debt forgiveness on, 29
explicit full guarantee to, 176
freeze on claims, 96
imposing losses on, 93, 175
insurance of small, 105
maintaining relationships with banks, 60
modeling information on, 16
RFC conditions substituting for

discipline, 67
strong shifts in confidence, 132
subordinating government claims to, 123
temporary suspension of rights, 8

deposits, suspension of convertibility, 29
Depression, 44, 64
derivatives contracts, 32
Deutsche Entwicklungsgesellschaft, 199
developing economies

applying bankruptcy principles to, 273
foreign direct investment in banking,

198–212
Development Bank of Singapore, 223
deviations from absolute priority, 272
DG (Deutsche Genossenschaftsbank), 201

Direccion de Activos Corporativos (DAC)
(Mexico), 51

direct costs of reallocation of wealth, 26
Directory of Corporate Affiliations (Kigyo

Keiretsu Soran), 290
disputes between creditors and debtors, 39
dissenting class, 252
distortions to incentives, 27
distressed assets. See assets
distressed renegotiations in venture capital,

263
Djibouti, 316
DKB (Dai-ichi Kangyo Bank) (Japan), 283,

284, 286, 287
dollar, devaluing in the 1930s, 44
domestic banks. See banks, domestic
domestic credit. See credit
domestic loans. See loans
down rounds, 264
DSK (Bulgarian State Savings Bank), 218

Eagle Commercial Bank (Jamaica), 213
Eastern Airlines, 269
ecological succession, 203–206
economic closures, 78
economic downturns, 6
economic growth, stifled from too much

credit, 305
economic malaise in Japan, 276
economic recovery, effects of fiscal outlays

on, 184
economic value of equity claims, 121
economies of scale of AMCs, 53
Ecuador

in the banking crisis database, 317
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
efficiency, 237

bankruptcy law implications for, 238
bargaining power and, 261–262
ex ante, 237
ex post, 237
understanding, 262

efficient bankruptcy system. See
bankruptcy, systems

efficient legal system. See legal system
Egypt, 317
El Salvador, 318
emergency liquidity. See liquidity, support
emerging market countries, AMCs and, 74
emerging markets, 172, 173
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employees, protection by bankruptcy
systems, 253

Equatorial Guinea, 318
equilibrium

of the bank runs model, 138
for banking crisis policies, 150
with extended deposit guarantees, 154
with forbearance, 151
with restricted (central bank) liquidity

support, 159
success probability, 143
with unrestricted liquidity support, 157

equitable authority, 268
equity receiverships, 267–269
Eritrea, 318
Erste & Steiermärkische Bank (Croatia),

202
Erste Bank (Austria), 201, 202, 220
escrow account for injected bonds, 118
Estonia, 318
Ethiopia, 319
Europe, banks’ patterns of acquisition, 202
European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, 199
evergreening

of bad loans in Mexico, 58
behavior of banks, 260
of loans, 288, 293, 300

ex post value, sacrificing, 238
excess liquidity, 115
exchange rate, see currency
exclusivity period, 261
explicit subsidies to banks, 227
external audits of financial institutions, 84

failed banks. See banks, failed
family control of corporations in East Asia,

222
family owned banks in Thailand, 223
FDICIA (Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation Improvement Act), 88,
90

Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLB),
32, 33

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (FSLIC), 33

financial asset prices. See assets
financial contagion. See contagion
financial crises

adopting correct approaches to
emerging, 10

costs in resolving, 174
in economies with fewer regulatory

restrictions, 213
resolution stage of, 11–15
role of foreign banks in, 198–230
systemic or non-systemic, 181
using to advance institutional reforms,

20
financial decisions, allocation of net losses,

111
financial distress, 235, 236
financial institutions. See also banks

closure of, 78
government-assisted sale of, 31, 54–64
information on troubled, 82
injecting government funds, 64
pitfalls in managing closures of, 76–108
providing with time to recapitalize, 31
unviable, 76

financial instruments, 116
financial restructuring. See also

restructuring
in emerging market economies with

weak institutions, 27
goals of, 26
handling as a directly fiscal matter, 129
mechanisms for, 26

financial sector
liberating policymakers, 110
regulation in Sweden, 48
relaxing the enforcement of regulations,

28
Financial Supervisory Agency (FSA),

(Japan), 289
financing manufacturing sector, foreign

banks focused on, 57
Finland

in the banking crisis database, 319
liquidations ending up as going concerns,

258
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
fire sales

of assets, 274
in systemic situations, 97

firm(s)
different or no keiretsu, 282
identifying the main bank of, 305
in Japan with a main bank commitment,

283
keiretsu affiliations of, 290
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lending to first section in Japan, 285
reducing lending to, 279
reorganizing versus exiting of distressed,

18
restructuring during the crisis resolution

phase, 12
same keiretsu, 282
First Global Bank (Jamaica), 213
first-section firms, 292
fiscal cost

associated with policies in the bank run
model, 140

of bank failure, 145
for banking crisis policies, 150
of crises, 6, 174
for the deposit guarantee model, 155
forbearance model versus benchmark,

152
higher in countries with an

accommodating approach, 17
for liquidity support, 160
in the liquidity support case of the bank

runs model, 158
size related to accommodative policies,

171
fiscal cost/GDP, table explaining, 183
fiscal management, 114, 127
fiscal outlay(s)

data on, 178
econometric results of explaining, 182
estimates, 178
relating to economic output losses, 170

fiscal plan, 126
fiscal policy

bank restructuring and, 110
implications of recapitalization, 112

fixed-effects estimation, 291, 295
flight to quality, 93, 209
flow losses, 91
FOBAPROA program, 37, 50–52

bonds and loans injected into failed
banks by, 118

compared to Punto Final, 38, 39
forbearance, 28, 31–34, 89

abuse of, 30
associated with the highest fiscal outlays,

182
in the bank runs model, 139
on capital and liquid reserve

requirements, 10
capital regulation, 29

channeling taxpayer wealth, 34
early in the closure process, 81
effects of, 89
encouraging thrifts to gamble, 34
facilitated by LOLR liquidity support, 90
failing to restructure bad loan portfolios,

37
hypothesis in Japan, 288–289
not able to fully protect deeply insolvent

banks, 59
not enough to restart the credit process

in Mexico, 59
as a policy in the bank runs model,

151–152
from prudential regulations, 31–34, 176
reducing the interest rate, 151
studies of the cost of, 10
system-wide bank problems and, 34
via phony accounting, 33

forced liquidation, 79
foreign banks

acquisition behavior of, 56
advantages dependent on legal

institutions, 63
in Argentina, 55–58
asset quality of, 214
autonomy allowed to subsidiaries, 228
as bettors, 198
categories of, 198
in Czechoslovakia, 220
drawback of entry, 75
drawn in by opportunities, 203
effect in crises, 212–215
effect on host country banking systems,

204
entry as a structural reform, 19–20
in financial crises, 198–230
government-assisted sale of financial

institutions to, 31, 54–64
in Hungary, 218, 220
in Indonesia, 224
as innovators, 198–202
as instruments of systemwide reforms,

217–227
in Jamaica, 212
less dependent on a favorable political

environment, 73
in Malaysia, 212, 213
in Mexico, 58–63, 217–222
modes of, 198, 206
motives of, 198–206
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foreign banks (cont.)
in the Pacific Islands, 212
as prospectors, 199
providing an indirect, catalytic role to

restructuring, 19
regulation of, 198, 211–212
resolving crises, 216
resolving domestic bank distress, 63
as restructurers, 201
several in the same country, 202
small presence of, 215
stabilizing effect on the economy, 214
taking over government-owned banks,

217–222
taking over owner-managed banks, 222
in Thailand, 223
undermining a cross-subsidy system, 226

foreign operations
closures of financial institutions with,

102
shrinking, 279

foreign-currency denominated securities,
119

foreignness, liability of, 227
Första Sparbanken (Sweden), 49
Fortis Bank (Belgium-Netherlands), 211
framework for crisis resolution, 176
France

appearing to have a high completion
rate, 257

in the banking crisis database, 319
bankruptcy system of, 242
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
“Redressement Judiciaire” procedure,

255
reorganization plan up to the discretion

of the judge, 254
franchise value, 121
French bankruptcy system, 252, 262
frictionless bargaining, 238
frictions, preventing efficient bargaining,

238–242
FSLIC (Federal Savings and Loan

Insurance Corporation), 33
Fuji Bank, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287
Fund for the Protection of Bank Savings.

See FOBAPROA program
funding costs

increased in Thailand, 70
insured deposits reducing, 144
portfolio risk and, 139

Gabon, 319
Gambia, 319
gamble for resurrection, 177
GDP (gross domestic product)

growth damaged by inflation, 130
pre-crisis level of, 179
predicted values of per capita growth,

180
scaling fiscal outlay by, 178

GE Capital (U.S.), 220
Georgia, 319
Germany

in the banking crisis database, 319
bankruptcy system of, 242
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
liquidations ending up as going concerns,

258
no debtor-in-possession financing, 253
reorganization code, 253

Ghana, 319
global banks. See foreign banks
global equity markets, 8
globalization, ecological succession and,

206
going concerns

sales of, 258
values versus liquidation values, 85

gold, 44, 45
gold clauses, 45
gold standard

suspension of, 43, 44–48
worldwide deflation under, 44

Gold Standard Act of 1900, 43
Gota Bank (Sweden), 49
government

consumption scaled by GDP, 180
credibility, 113, 118–119
hidden and potentially large future

liabilities for, 124
injecting a claim on itself, 121
involvement in forbearance and liquidity

support, 91
lending, 28
ownership of banks, 217–222
retaining control and ownership of

troubled banks, 14
safety net, 29, 64
threat point of officials, 53

government blanket guarantee. See also
blanket guarantee

affecting closure strategy, 87
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allowing bank closures to proceed, 95
losses absorbed by, 92

government claims
directly linked to loan recovery, 123
on a restructured bank, 119–124, 125
subordinating to those of depositors,

123
government guarantees. See also blanket

guarantee
associated with the highest fiscal outlays,

182
credibility of, 9
of depositors, 8

of deposits, 176
government regulator, capture of, 32
government-assisted recapitalization. See

recapitalization
government-assisted resolution. See

resolution
government-owned banks. See banks
Greece, 319
gross domestic product. See GDP
gross return in the bank runs model, 141
growth, damaged by inflation, 130
guarantees, offered bilaterally by

authorities, 119
Guatemala, 320
Guinea, 320
Guinea-Bissau, 320

haircuts
of asset values, 82
of outstanding balances, 96

Hansa, Trygg, 49
Hausman test statistics, 295
Heckman regression results, 186
Hirschman-Herfindahl index, 219
Hokkaido Takushoku (Japan), 282,

283
hold out problems, reducing, 240
Hong Kong, China, 320
HSBC (Hongkong and Shanghai Banking

Corporation), 56, 205, 212
buying Bital, 62
in Canada, 208
“the world’s local bank”, 206
in UK, 202

human resources, lack of, 105
Hungary

in the banking crisis database, 320
foreign banks in, 218, 220

IBJ (Industrial Bank of Japan), 283, 284,
286

Iceland, 321
ICRG, Political Risk Rating constructed

by, 183
identification problems, during closure of,

81, 85–87
illiquidity, 90
IMF (International Monetary Fund), 173,

174, 188, 307
immediate reactions in the heat of a crisis,

28
impaired classes, 252
implicit future commitments, 128
implicit guarantees, 179
imported bank supervision, 217
incentive structure, capital claims

consistent with, 114
incentives

for loan loss write-offs, 31, 34–37
at the margin, 72
for prudent behavior, 36

incomplete contracts, 236
incorporation, 209
indebtedness, pre-existing of a

government, 113
India, 321
indirect costs

of bankruptcy, 241
of reallocation of wealth, 26

indiscriminate run, 95. See also banks, runs
Indonesia

in the banking crisis database, 321
family control of corporations, 222
foreign bank ownership in, 224
related and crony lending, 224
resolution techniques, 80

industry competition, Chapter 11 and,
270

inflation, 112
absorbing cost through, 131
aggregates predicting the evolution of,

131
allowing, 126
paying for banking collapse, 130
reducing budgetary burden, 13
unexpected surges in, 130

information
asymmetries, 239
capital, 13, 124
consistency of, 106
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information (cont.)
cost disadvantage of foreign banks, 55
disclosures, 147
mitigating asymmetries, 269
strategy, 106

injected assets, 117. See also assets.
innovators, foreign banks as, 197, 198–202
institutional and legal environment,

indicators of, 181
institutional arrangements for monetary

and exchange rate policy, 113
institutional deficiencies, systemic crises

because of, 177
institutional development, 171
institutional framework, quality of, 176,

178
institutional reforms, using a financial crisis

to advance, 20
institutional weaknesses

as a complicating factor in crises, 26
contributing to banking crises, 17
crises aggravated by, 170
hampering corporate restructuring, 39
in Thailand, 69

insurance. See deposit insurance
insured deposits

in the bank runs model, 141
cost of, 138
incentives to take risk and, 138
minimum proportion required for

equilibrium, 145
minimum required for equilibrium, 138
reducing overall cost of funding, 144
success probability and, 147

interest rate risk, 117
International Finance Corporation, 199
international operations, shrinking, 279
intervention, 78

confirming financial problems, 83
of core banks, 91
as a judgment call, 83
micro-managed, 125
policy for insolvent banks, 11
as a precursor to closure, 79
providing additional powers of, 102

intervention teams, 105
intervention triggers

for banking crises, 7
designing to hold up legally, 88
lack of, 81, 87–89

IntesaBCI (Italy), 220

Inverlat Bank (Mexico), 61, 216
investment, separating from financing

decisions, 112
investors

closure decisions affecting potential, 85
phantom, 89

involuntary claimholders, 240
IPAB (Bank Savings Protection Institute)

(Mexico), 52, 118
Island Victoria Bank (Jamaica), 213
Israel, 321
Italy, 322

Jamaica
in the banking crisis database, 322
flight to quality, 215
foreign banks in, 212
ownership of the banking system, 213
privatization of government-owned

banks, 222
Japan

bank recapitalization in, 68–69
in the banking crisis database, 322
banking crisis of the 1990s, 34
banking reform process in, 20
bankruptcy system of, 242
banks allocating credit to firms, 276
banks decreasing main bank

commitments, 282
capital crunch and, 278–288
changes in loans for firms, 280
chronic banking crisis, 20
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
family control of corporations, 222
firm-level data, 288
forbearance easy for banks, 288
identifying a firm’s main bank, 305
increased main bank loans, 287
increases in loans to severely impacted

firms, 304
Keiretsu model, 36
lending relationships, 279
lending to first section firms, 285
loan growth, 281
loan loss write-offs in, 34–37
main bank loans to first section firms, 281
no debtor-in-possession financing, 253
persistent malaise, 276
poor firm performance increasing the

likelihood of bank loans, 277
reform process in, 20
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reluctance of banks to seize assets, 273
shrinkage options for banks, 279
total loans, 281
unanimous approval for write downs,

253
weak rules on stays, 252

Japan Company Handbook (Shikiho), 279,
290

joint ventures in Indonesia, 224
Jones, Jesse, 67
Jordan, 323
judicial procedures, modernizing, 102
judicial system, taking into account, 103
judiciary, inefficient or corrupt, 103
junk bonds, 32

K&H Bank (Hungary), 202
KBC (Belgium), 201, 202, 220
keiretsu

firms in the same, 282
main bank in the same, 281
versus non-keiretsu subsamples, 300

keiretsu affiliations
of firms, 290
making additional credit available to the

weakest firms, 295
results with and without, 293

keiretsu model, 36
Kenya, 324
Kigyo Keiretsu Soran (Directory of

Corporate Affiliations), 290
Komercni Banka (Czech Rep.), 202, 222
Komercni Banka Bratislava (Slovak Rep.),

202
Korea

in the banking crisis database, 324
family control of corporations, 222
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
Kredyt Bank (Poland), 202
Kuwait, 324
Kyrgyz Republic, 324

Laem Thong Bank (Thailand), 223
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, 324
last resort lending, 162
last resort loan, 16
Latvia, 324
least cost criteria, 97, 100
least loss calculations, 97
Lebanon, 325

legal and regulatory criteria for
intervention and closure, 87

legal backing of every aspect of the closure
process, 101

legal closures, 78. See also closures
legal framework, 82, 101–103
legal institutions, inefficient, 186
legal origins of existing bankruptcy

regimes, 18
legal presence, forms of, 206
legal rankings for allocating losses, 92
legal system, 41, 42, 48
legal tender

acts, 43
bailout, 42–44
constitutionality of laws, 44
fiat currency, 43

legislation, closure linkages with, 102
lender of last resort (LOLR), 8, 105, 129,

162
liquidity support, 88, 91
as privileged creditor, 90
using liquidity triggers, 90

lending
ability reduced by long-term bonds, 118
incentive to restart combined with loss

sharing, 38
to persons connected with ownership or

management, 121
peso-demoninated, 59
politically-connected, 39
relationships in Japan, 279
view of monetary policy, 277

Lesotho, 325
liabilities

exceptions to governments guaranteeing
all, 175

fraudulent concealment of, 9
irregular, 84
of off-shore subsidiaries, 96

liability of
foreignness, 227
size, 228

liability rationing, 29
liability side

counterpart of an injection of assets,
120

of an institution’s balance sheet, 84
Liberia, 325
liquid assets, allowing fully insured banks

to hold, 16
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liquidation, 79
bankruptcies, 259
chapters, 233
codes

Chapter 11-type outcomes within, 258
drawbacks to, 259
versus reorganization codes, 234

court-mediated, 12
disruption of, 12
mechanisms, 260
procedures, 35, 255
values

in the bank runs model, 141
versus going concern values, 85

liquidation-oriented bankruptcy codes,
242

liquidity
constraints

of distressed firms, 241
effects on bargaining, 241
less important in the VC setting, 267

in the disposal of assets, 254–255
loans, 129

as a containment strategy for deposit
withdrawal, 8

funding international transfers, 9
insufficient during turbulence, 9

monetary policy adjusting, 129
problems, 88
support, 176

claims on, 91
denying, 91
early in the closure process, 81
limiting, 175
as a policy in the bank runs model,

157–162
results of, 175
substantial, 176

triggers, 88
liquidity trap versus banking crisis in Japan,

276
Lithuania, 325
Lloyds Bank (U.K.), 56, 205
loan(s)

active management of, 98
to banks, 29
changes for Japanese firms, 280
corporate hardest to resolve through

AMCs, 54
evergreening, 58, 288, 293, 300
gearing loss sharing toward small, 38

government claims directly linked to
recovery, 123

growth in Argentina, 57
growth in Japan, 281
held by foreign banks in Mexico, 62
increasing to weaker banks, 293
percent change of total, main bank, and

secondary sources of in Japan, 284
politically-connected, 51, 52
shrinking, 279
strict enforcement of rules, 83
subsidies conditional on injection of new

capital, 13
total in Japan, 281
valuation of problem, 82

loan loss write-offs
combining with other tools, 37
costs of subsidizing, 36
incentives for, 31, 34–37
inversely related to soundness, 36
in Japan, 34–37
potential advantage of, 36
as a resolution mechanism, 37

loan losses
conditional tax payer sharing, 31, 37–42
subsidization of, 41
in the U.S. in the early 1930s, 44

loan portfolio
corporate debt resolution process of

FOBAPROA’s, 51
disposing of, 14
forbearance failing to restructure, 37
quality of a foreign banks’s, 57

Loan Purchase and Recapitalization
Program of FOBAPROA, 51

loan resolution backlog effect, 65
loan supply shocks, effects of, 290
local banks. See banks, local
LOLR. See lender of last resort
London Approach to private workouts,

274
long-term bonds, 113, 117
long-term responses after the end of a

crisis, 28
long-term risky technologies, 138
looting prevention, 9
loss sharing

arrangements for, 94
causing flight to quality, 93
closure decisions relating to, 92
as a critical decision early, 81
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decisions political in nature, 104
gearing toward small loans, 38
as a negotiating issue, 99
normal times versus systemic situations,

93
as politically unacceptable, 93
proper decisions on, 81
as a screening device, 72

losses among thrifts, 33
LTCB (Long Term Credit Bank) (Japan),

282, 283, 284, 286, 287

Macedonia, 325
Mackey, Michael, 52
Madagascar, 326
main banks. See also banks

commitments to first section firms in
Japan, 282

loan increases, 285, 287
loans to first section firms in Japan, 281
measuring the health of, 291
superior information of, 289

Malaysia
in the banking crisis database, 326
family control of corporations, 222
foreign banks in, 212, 213
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
Mali, 326
management powers, temporary

assumption of, 9
managers

autonomy over daily operations, 265
being incentivizing, 265
local acquired by foreign banks, 227
sharing in losses, 93

marginal social return on public spending
versus private, 111

market confidence, recovery of, 120
market discipline

consequence of, 64
RFC discipline substituted for, 68

market exit, considered to be closure, 79
market hypothesis in Japan, 289
market-based mechanisms, strengthening

the capital base, 27
market-based sales procedure, 254
maturity mismatch of thrift institutions, 32
maturity of marketable government bonds,

117
Mauritania, 326

Mauritius, 326
measurement principles for asset side

items, 120
measurement problems during closure, 81,

82–85
mergers, 78

assisted, 9
for larger institutions, 79
prudent, 99
as techniques for resolution, 98
of two weak institutions, 98

Merton model of moral hazard for thrifts,
33

Mexico
asset growth differences of banks, 60
in the banking crisis database, 326
brick and mortar franchises, 60
“culture of no payment”, 30
dominance of government-owned banks,

226
FOBAPROA program, 37, 50–52
foreign entry into banking, 58–63
Peso Crisis, 216
Punto Final program, 37–42
recovery of delinquent loans, 125
re-privatization of banks, 58
resolution techniques, 80
tequila crisis, 56

microeconomic rehabilitators, foreign
banks as, 216

microeconomic risks of debt relief schemes,
13

micro-managed intervention, 125. See also
intervention

misallocation of credit, 305
mismanagement on a large scale, 8
Mitsubishi Trust, 283, 284, 285, 286
Mitsui Trust, 283, 284, 285, 286
modes of foreign banks, 198, 206
monetary authority/LOLR, 105
monetary institutions, undermining of, 47
monetary management, 114
monetary policy

bank restructuring and, 110
goals of, 132
implications of bank restructuring for,

128–133
institutional arrangements for, 113
lending view of, 277
responding to recapitalization, 112

monetary stability, 115, 131–133
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money holders, transferring crisis costs to,
14

monitoring of actions, 164
moral hazard, 10

aggravating, 15
avoiding, 13
and bank runs, 137
consequences of debt forgiveness, 47
of deposit insurance, 33
enormous costs created by AMCs, 54
for the future, 10
government-assisted recapitalizations

creating, 71
insurance creating, 162
related to specific policy measures, 27
unviable financial institutions creating,

76
moral suasion, regulation by, 225
Morocco, 327
Mozambique, 327
multinational companies, borrowing from

local banks, 208
multiple equilibria

in the bank runs model, 143
for banking crisis policies, 150

Myanmar, 327

NAFTA, 60
Nakornthon Bank (Thailand), 223
Nash equilibrium, 240
National Bank of Commerce (Tanzania),

124, 216
National Bank of Greece, 202
National Bank of New Zealand, 205
National Bank of Slovakia, 201
National Commercial Bank (Jamaica), 213,

215
negotiations

threat point in, 53
transaction costs of, 240

Nepal, 327
net present value

of owners equity, 121
of promised payments, 116

net worth
declines in banks’, 25
destruction of borrowers’, 25
losses for thrifts, 32

New Zealand, 327
Nicaragua, 328
Niger, 328

Nigeria, 328
non-cash bids, facilitating, 254
non-financial stakeholders, 240
nonpayment

facilitated by the legal and political
framework, 97

in Mexico, 62
non-performing assets, transferring to an

AMC, 48
nonperforming loans (NPL)

in Japanese banks, 35
not liquidated quickly during the

Depression, 65
ratios, 57

nonviable banks, delaying closure of, 10
Nordbanken (Sweden), 49
Norway, 328
Nostrification Law in Czechoslovakia,

220
Nova Ljubljanska Banka (Slovenia), 202
numeraire of the economy, 43

Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), 33
official intervention. See intervention
official supervisor, 78. See also supervisors
officials, protecting under the law, 103
offshore derivatives positions, 59
O’Higgins Bank (Chile), 56
opaque firms, 229
Opel Bank in Hungary, 200
opportunities, countries failing to seize,

20–21
optimal framework for crisis resolution,

176
optimal incomplete contract, 236
option value of increasing risk for thrifts,

33
ordinary least squares. See OLS regression

results
OTP (Országos Takarékpénztár és

Kereskedelmi Bank) (Hungary),
218

out-of-court restructurings in the U.S., 263
output losses, 180

of banking crises, 307
measures estimating, 181
not reduced by accommodation policies,

184
regressions for, 182
simulations for changes in, 189
tables explaining, 185
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owner-managed banks, 217, 222
owner-managed firms, 222
owners equity, 121
ownership

dilution, 70
structure, 85

P&A (purchase and assumption) 79, 98
Pacific Islands, 212, 222
Panama, 329
Papua New Guinea, 329
Paraguay, 329
partial sales, 79
participation constraints

deposit guarantee equilibrium versus
benchmark, 154

with liquidity support, 157, 159
of uninsured depositors, 143, 151

payments system, 91, 100
payoff function

for the bank runs model, 142
for the benchmark model for banking

crisis policies, 150
for the deposit guarantee case of the

bank runs model, 154
for the liquidity support case of the bank

runs model, 157
in the restricted liquidity support case of

the bank runs model, 159
“pay-to-play” provisions, 265, 266
PCA (Prompt Corrective Action), 88
permanent illiquidity, 90
perpetual non-cumulative preference

shares, 123
Peru, 330
pesification of the Argentine banking

system, 14
phantom investors, 89
Philippines

in the banking crisis database, 330
family control of corporations, 222

pitfalls in the closure of financial
institutions, 81

Poland
Allied Irish Bank (AIB) in, 200
in the banking crisis database, 331

policy measures
institutional deficiencies affecting, 177
receiving attention, 176

political authorities, support from the
highest, 105

political issues, crisis resolution and, 15
political manipulation, RFC insulated

from, 67
political support

for managing closures, 103
weak or eroding, 82

politically-connected lending, 39
politically-connected loans, 51, 52
politicians, interference by, 105
politicization of the workout process,

54
Porsche Bank in Hungary, 200
portfolio risk, funding costs and, 139
Prager Handelsbank (PH) (Czech Rep.),

200, 201
preference shocks, 141
preferences for allocating losses, 92
preferred creditors, 92
preferred equity or stock

contracts, 236
insulating risky banks, 66
purchase program, 65
purchases by the Japanese government,

68
securities, 264
self-selection of purchases, 72

prepacks, 261
pricing, conditional, 98
private owners, losses of, 92
private sector, credit to, 52
private workouts, 259. See also workouts

bankruptcy law and, 263
London Approach to, 274

privatization of
Argentine distressed public banks, 57
Argentine provincial banks, 225, 227
Bulgarian banks, 218
Hungarian banks, 218
Mexican banks, 58

profitability gap, created by long-term
bonds, 117

Prompt Corrective Action (PCA), 88
property rights of borrowers, 99
prospective earnings profile, 114
prospectors, foreign banks as, 199
prudential framework for banks, 177
prudential regulation, 32
public funds

employing to rescue a bank, 112
social cost of, 140, 147

public good aspect, 112
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Punto Final program (Mexico), 37–42
banking system improvements under,

39
limitations to applying as a model, 41
restricted to too limited a class of

borrowers, 39
purchase and assumption. See P&A
put option, deposit insurance as, 33
put-back options, 119, 124

qualitative conditions as intervention
triggers, 88

quangos, 198
quantitative liquidity triggers, 88

Radanasin Bank (Thailand), 223
Raiffeisen Bank (Austria), 220
Raiffeisen Zentralbank Oesterreich

(Wien), 201
RBTT (Royal Bank of Trinidad and

Tobago) in Jamaica, 213
real debt values, 44
real estate assets

disposed of by AMCs in Sweden, 50
liquidation of, 33

real estate ventures, information capital
and, 13

reallocations of wealth, 26
recapitalization, 31, 64–72

of banking systems, 109
of banks, 14, 177
corruption of the process, 52
effects of, 71
as forbearance in disguise, 89
government-assisted, 31, 64–72
investors attracted to semi-automatic,

125
not a substitute for intervening, 125
pre-requisites to, 111
schedular approach to, 125

receiver, 255, 268
receivership certificates, 268
receiverships. See equity receiverships
recession in Sweden, 48
recovery from a banking crisis, 174
recovery value, maximizing, 97
regulation of foreign banks, 198, 211–212
regulators, effect on international banking,

209
regulatory evaluation of bank capital, 8
regulatory forbearance. See forbearance

regulatory structure, improved by foreign
banks, 63

relationship-friendly approaches, 13
relative size of financial institutions, 86
reorganization(s)

of assets, liabilities and operations, 78
bankruptcies as a proportion of total, 256
completion rates, 257
involving deviations from absolute

priority, 265
rates of filings, 255
in the shadow of bankruptcy, 259

reorganization code
advantage of having formal, 259
encouraged for bankruptcy laws, 233
versus liquidation code, 234

reorganization-oriented bankruptcy codes
versus liquidation-oriented, 242

repossessed collateral in Mexico, 40
resolution, 78, 79

accelerating recovery from a crisis, 175
agencies, 99
applying a combination of strategies, 15
of closed banks, 97
coordination problems involved in, 169
easier earlier, 87
guided by least cost criteria, 97
least-cost, 100
likely pitfalls in executing approaches to,

73
mechanisms, 15, 27, 31–72
minimizing losses during, 100
options for, 78
selecting tools for, 73
strategy for, 97
strengths and weaknesses of different

approaches, 73
techniques used in different countries, 80

resolution phase of a financial crisis, 4,
11–15

Resolution Trust Corporation, 33
restricted liquidity support

model, 160
policy, 140

restructurers, foreign banks as, 201
restructuring, 27. See also financial

restructuring
accelerating, 48
adjusting debt management for, 126–127
cash-flow consequences of, 127
determining policy, 127
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financial and operational, 172
goals of financial, 26
hampered by weak regulatory

institutions, 26
mechanisms for, 26
not occurring for thrifts during

forbearance, 34
plans, 89
in Thailand, 70
threat point of negotiations, 53

restructuring phase of systemic crises, 172
resurrection

betting on, 33
gambling for, 177, 241

retail banking, dominated by local banks,
206

Retrieva (Sweden), 49, 50
RFC (Reconstruction Finance

Corporation)
common stock dividends limited by, 67
financial independence of, 67
loans and preferred stock purchases by,

66
preferred stock option program, 64

risk
encouraging thrifts to increase, 33
insured deposits lowering incentives to

take, 138
risk management

incentives for poor, 47
practices introduced by foreign banks,

217
risk opportunities, modeling, 16
risk transference, limited to the RFC, 66
risk-and-return sharing investment, 120
risk-profile of assets, 114
risk-sharing/profit-sharing alternatives,

range of available, 123
risk-shifting effect, standard, 143
risk-shifting incentives

ameliorating, 147
deposit insurance and, 164

risky assets, 141
risky technologies, set of long-term, 138
robustness tests, 185
Romania, 331
Russia, 331
Rwanda, 332

Sakura Bank (Japan), 283, 284, 286, 287
sale-backs to current managers, 259

sales. See mergers
sample selection bias, controlling for, 186
Santander Bank (Spain), 202

in Mexico, 60, 61
Serfin acquired by, 62
taking control of Grupo Financiero

Invermexico (GFInver), 61
Santander Serfin Bank (Mexico), 216
Sanwa Bank, 204, 283, 284, 286, 287
São Tomé and Principe, 332
Savings and Loan crisis in the United

States, 32–34
schedular approach to recapitalization, 125
Scotiabank (Canada), 61, 210
Scotiabank Quilmes (Argentina), 58, 210
secondary lenders, 282
secondary-market trading of claims on

distressed assets, 272
secured creditors, super-priority financing

over, 253
secured loans, 65
securities

allowing bidders to offer, 272
for assets rather than cash, 254
bidding in Chapter 11 auctions, 261
issuance of foreign-currency

denominated, 119
valuation of, 82

Securum (Sweden), 49, 50
selectivity

achieved by market-based mechanisms,
27

of conditional programs like Punto Final,
40

of financial assistance programs, 72
potential for creating corruption, 41

self-selection
of borrowers, 38
as superior in principle, 74

Senegal, 332
senior tranche, 119
Serfin Bank (Mexico), 62
SG Expressbank (Bulgaria), 202
shareholder committee, 268
shareholders

funding recapitalization, 115
funds, 120
getting to accept losses, 92
politically-connected sabotaging

closures, 104
wiping out without closure, 92
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Siam Commercial Bank, 224
Sierra Leone, 333
sight deposits, Serfin versus Banamex, 60
signals, 141, 142, 149
silent run, 94
simplicity of debt forgiveness, 47
Singapore

Allied Irish Bank (AIB) in, 200
in the banking crisis database, 333
family control of corporations, 222

size, liability of, 228
SKB Banka (Slovenia), 202
skill transfer by a foreign bank, 229
SLIPS (Stapled Limited Interest Preferred

Securities), 70
Slovakia, 333
Slovenia, 333
small firms, 228
SMEs (small and medium-sized

enterprises)
restarting lending to, 38
strengths of Punto Final mainly confined

to, 41
social cost of public funds, 147
socialization of costs, 6
Société Générale (France), 201, 202
soft information, small banks as better at

processing, 228
solvency

policy approaches to restoring, 31–72
regulations for UK insurance companies,

8
supervision of branches abroad, 211
support, 129
triggers, 88

Somaia group (Mauritius), 211
South Africa, 333
Spain, 333
speed of recovery, 185
Sri Lanka

in the banking crisis database, 333
terms of capital claims, 122

stability versus cost in containment, 10
stabilization package, backing up a blanket

guarantee, 96
staff, required for closures and resolutions,

106
stalking-horse bidder, 260
Standard Chartered Bank (U.K.), 223
Stapled Limited Interest Preferred

Securities (SLIPS), 70

start-up firms
as typically smaller, 266
VC financing of, 263

stop-loss guarantees, 119, 124
strategic investors, 199
strict approach to crisis resolution, 176
strike price of abandoning a subsidiary, 210
structural reforms, 17–21, 172
subordinated debt as Tier 2 capital, 93
subordinated liabilities as “capital”, 120
subsidiaries

benefiting from a flight to quality, 209
foreign banks operating as, 206, 207, 212
less flexibility in tax management, 209
merged by multi-bank holding

companies, 208
not as affected by local crises, 214
solvency supervision of, 211

subsidization of delinquent borrowers, 115
substantial liquidity support, 176
succession process, 230
Sumitomo, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287
Sumitomo Bank, 204
Sumitomo Trust, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286
Super Chapter 11, 275
super-senior financing, 271
supervisors, 105, 145, 177

in the bank runs model, 141
closures delayed by, 76
corrective measures employed by, 89
and debt forgiveness, 48
equilibrium expected cost for, 145
observing a signal on the return of a

risky asset, 148
policies implemented in the bank runs

model, 139
protecting under the law, 103
supervisory forbearance. See forbearance
support buying, 222
Swaziland, 334
Sweden

AMCs in, 48–50
in the banking crisis database, 334
bankruptcy in, 242, 258
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
financial sector regulation, 48
liquidations ending up as going concerns,

258
no element of incentive pay for the

trustee, 255
recession, 48
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resolution techniques during a crisis
episode, 80

unanimous approval for write downs, 253
syndication networks of VCs, 266
systemic crises, see financial crises
systemic effects, avoiding, 94
systemic financial distress, countries facing,

274
systemic run, risk of an indiscriminate, 93
systemwide reform, foreign banks as

instruments, 217–227

Taiwan
in the banking crisis database, 334
family control of corporations, 222

Tajikistan, 334
Tanzania

in the banking crisis database, 335
privatization of government-owned

banks, 216, 222
tax incentives for loan loss write-offs, 31,

34–37
taxable income, claimed losses on loans

deductible from, 35
tax-advantaged arrangements, 128
taxation, effects of explicit or implicit,

120
taxpayers, achieving restructuring at the

least cost, 119
temporary illiquidity, 90
Tequila Crisis, Mexican, 56
Tesobonos (Mexican dollar-indexed

securities), 61
Thai Danu Bank, 223
Thai Farmers Bank, 70, 224
Thai Military Bank, 70
Thailand

bank recapitalization, 69–70
in the banking crisis database, 335
foreign bank ownership, 223
lending based on cronyism, 223
recovery of delinquent loans, 124
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80
shareholders menu of alternative

options, 125
third party claimants, protection of, 253
third party stakeholders, protecting, 240
threat point in negotiations, 53
363 sales, 254
thrift institutions

federally chartered in the United States,
32

initial reaction to the crisis involving,
32

losses among, 33
maturity mismatch of, 32
treating insolvent as solvent, 32

time-bound schedule of capital assistance,
125

Tokai Bank (Japan), 204, 283, 284, 285, 286,
287, 336

toolbox of corrective measures, 76
tools

applied to restructure financial and
corporate sectors, 27

containment, 8–11
policy for bank recapitalization, 114
resolution, 73

Toyo Trust (Japan), 204
traditionals, foreign banks as, 198
Trafalgar Commercial Bank (Jamaica),

213
transaction costs, associated with

negotiations, 240
transparency

bringing to the legal framework, 102
lack for financial statements, 288

triggers. See intervention triggers
Trinidad and Tobago, 336
Tunisia, 336
turbulence, financial and macroeconomic, 9
Turkey, 80, 336
twin crises, 173

UFJ Holdings (Japan), 204
Uganda, 337
U.K. See United Kingdom
Ukraine, 337
Unibanka (Slovakia), 202
Unicredit Romania, 202
Unicredito (Italy), 201, 202
uniformity, legal framework and, 102
uninsured depositors

bailing out, 139
participation constraint, 143
payoff of, 143
quality of information, 142, 144, 148
signals to, 139, 141, 148
strategic interaction with a bank, 138

Union Bank of California, 205
United California Bank, 204
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United Kingdom
in the banking crisis database, 337
bankruptcy system of, 242
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
liquidations ending up as going concerns,

258
no ability to cram down a plan, 253
receivership and administrative

receivership codes, 255
United Overseas Bank (Singapore), 223
United States

in the banking crisis database, 338
bankruptcy system of, 242
banks controlling the largest subsidiaries,

208
corporate bankruptcy code of, 244
corporate bankruptcy procedures, 232
debt moratoria, 28
devaluation of the dollar in the 1930s, 44
equity receiverships, 267–269
legal tender bailout during the U.S. Civil

War, 42
RFC preferred stock program in, 64–68
Savings and Loan crisis, 32–34
suspension of the gold standard and

abrogation of gold clauses, 44–48
unrestricted liquidity support model, 158
upset prices, set by courts, 269
Uruguay, 338

Valuacion y Venta de Activos (VVA)
(Mexico), 51

value-creating borrowers, 38
variables, description of, 191
VCs (venture capitalists)

control, 264
financial contracts, 234, 266
financings, 234
preferred claim of, 264
resolution of financial distress, 267
syndication networks of, 266
transferring control to, 264
workouts, 268

Venezuela
in the banking crisis database, 339
resolution techniques during a crisis

episode, 80

venture capital
distressed renegotiations, 263
lessons for bankruptcy, 18

verification
implementing for potential bidders,

272
mechanisms, 243
role of bankruptcy, 239, 266

Vietnam, 339
virtuous circle, foreign entry in Mexico as,

62
voluntary liquidation, 79
voting

implementing reorganization plans,
252

procedure in reorganization codes,
254

V-shaped recovery, 173
VVA (Valuacion y Venta de Activos)

(Mexico), 51

“wash-out” rounds, 265
weaker firm performance, associated with

larger loans in Japan, 297
wealth

of borrowers and banks, 25
reallocating toward banks and corporate

debtors, 26
West African UEMOA countries, 118
Workers Savings & Loan (Jamaica), 213
workouts, 268. See also private workouts

Yemen, 340
yield maintenance agreements, 119, 124

Zagrebacka Banka (Croatia), 202
Zambia, 340
zero-coupon bonds

avoiding the use of, 14
backing Cameroon injected bonds,

118
injecting, 116

Zimbabwe, 340
Zions Bancorp (U.S.), 204
Zivnostenska Banka (Czech Rep.), 201,

202
Zunk bonds (Bulgaria), 117
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